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Abstrat
Type Ia supernovae have played a ruial role in the disovery of the dark
energy, via the measurement of their light urves and the determination of the
peak brightness via tting templates to the observed lighturve shape. Two spe-
trosopi indiators are also known to be well orrelated with peak luminosity.
Sine the spetrosopi luminosity indiators are obtained diretly from observed
spetra, they will have dierent systemati errors than do measurements using
photometry. Additionally, these spetrosopi indiators may be useful for stud-
ies of eets of evolution or age of the SNe Ia progenitor population. We present
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several new variants of suh spetrosopi indiators whih are easy to automate
and whih minimize the eets of noise. We show that these spetrosopi indi-
ators an be measured by proposed JDEM missions suh as SNAP and JEDI.
Subjet headings: osmology: dark energy  stars: atmospheres  supernovae
1. Introdution
Type Ia supernovae are now reognized as one of the most important osmologial
probes. Astronomial interest has been foused on Type Ia supernovae sine it was reog-
nized long ago (Wilson 1939; Kowal 1968) that they are good standard andles and hene
are useful osmologial probes. Their use as osmologial beaons led to the disovery of the
dark energy (Riess et al. 1998; Garnavih et al. 1998; Perlmutter et al. 1999) and they are
an integral part of plans to further haraterize the nature of the dark energy equation of
state with a wide eld satellite probe, the Joint Dark Energy Mission (JDEM) as well as
ground-based studies. The reliability of SNe Ia as distane indiators improved signiantly
with the realization that the luminosity at peak was orrelated with the width of the light
urve (Phillips 1993) and hene that SNe Ia are orretable andles in muh the same way
that Cepheids are (Phillips et al. 1999; Goldhaber et al. 2001; Riess et al. 1995). To date,
osmology with Type Ia supernovæ has used photometry exlusively over spetrosopy, ex-
ept that a spetrum is required for supernova type onrmation and an be used for the
redshift determination, the luminosity at peak is always determined photometrially (by
mathing lighturve templates). However, there exist spetrosopi luminosity indiators
rst disussed by Nugent et al. (1995). Garnavih et al. (2004) showed that ℜSi (Nugent
et al. 1995) is well-orrelated with ∆m15. Of ourse, the value of MB at maximum light is
also well orrelated with ∆m15 (Phillips et al. 1999; Phillips 1993). Thus, the spetrosopi
luminosity indiator should be well orrelated with the peak luminosity, making it a useful
seondary luminosity indiator for osmologial studies. Even though it is orrelated with
peak luminosity via the photometri indiator∆m15, it is still useful as an independent hek
beause it will have dierent systemati errors than light urve shape tting via templates.
We study the orrelation of the two spetrosopi luminosity indiators ℜSi and ℜCa
with luminosity, both for observed supernovæ and for syntheti spetra of the parameterized
explosion model W7 (Nomoto et al. 1984) alulated using PHOENIX (Haushildt & Baron
1999, 2004) in LTE. We dene new, more robust spetrosopi luminosity indiators and we
show that these indiators an be used with good auray via proposed JDEM missions
suh as SNAP (SNAP Collaboration 2005) and JEDI (Crotts et al. 2005).
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2. Spetral Indies ℜSi & ℜCa
While most Type Ia supernovæ fall into the ategory of Branh normal (Branh et al.
1993) with B−V olors at peak lose to 0, there are known to be a lass of bright 1991T-like
supernovæ that have weak Si ii lines at maximum, but whih develop harateristi Si ii lines
shortly after maximum light. Additionally there is a lass of dim 1991bg-like supernovæ,
whih are quite red and are thought to produe very low amounts of nikel, M
Ni
∼ 0.1 M⊙
as opposed to M
Ni
∼ 0.6 M⊙ for Branh normals (Mazzali et al. 1997).
Nugent et al. (1995) showed that the diversity in the peak luminosity from the dim
1991bg-likes, to the bright 1991T-likes ould be interpreted in terms of a single parameter
T
model
in syntheti spetral models, with the dim, low nikel mass 1991bg-likes being ool
and the bright 1991T-likes being hot. Furthermore, Nugent et al. (1995) found that the ratio
of the depth of the harateristi dening feature of SNe Ia, Si ii λ6355, to that of another
silion line Si ii λ5972 is orrelated with the spetral sequene and hene with the peak
luminosity. The obvious interpretation is that this is a sequene in nikel mass produed,
although that interpretation is not ompletely proven. Nugent et al. (1995) also dened
another spetrosopi indiator using the ratio of two peaks near the Ca II H+K feature.
2.1. Denition of ℜSi
ℜSi is named for the harateristi Si ii trough found at ≈ 6100Å and usually assoiated
with the absorption trough of the Si ii λ6355 Si ii line P-Cygni feature.
Fig. 1, illustrates the denition of ℜSi, using the observed spetrum of SN 1992A 3 days
after maximum. The dashed lines are the polynomial ts used to determine the maxima
Table 1. ℜSi denition zones
Feature Lower Wavelength (Å) Upper Wavelength (Å)
First maximum 5500 5700
Si ii λ5972 minimum Variable Variable
Seond maximum 5850 6000
Si ii λ6355 minimum 6050 6250
First maximum 6200 6450
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RSi=Blue/Red
Fig. 1. The denition of the method used for determining ℜSi. The observed spetrum is
that of SN 1992A 3 days after maximum and the dashed lines indiate the polynomial ts
to determine the maxima and minima. The arrows indiate the depths d
red
and d
blue
used
to ompute ℜSi.
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RCa=Red/Blue
Fig. 2. The denition of ℜCa. The dashed lines indiate the polynomial ts used to
determine the maxima, whih are indiated by the arrows.
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found in the wavelength zones dened in Table 1. The two depths are indiated by arrows.
The Si ii λ6355 minimum band is entered on the Si ii λ6355 line blueshifted approx-
imately 10, 000 km s−1 (Due to homologous expansion, it is ustomary to use veloities
interhangeably with wavelength shifts when analyzing supernovæ spetra.). The value of
10,000 km s
−1
orresponds to the average veloity at whih the Si ii line is observed to form.
The ≈ 200Å wide wavelength zone where we searh for the seond minimum is noted as
variable beause it is entered on the Si ii λ5972 line blueshifted by nearly the same atual
veloity as the Si ii λ6355 minima. This to ensure that the right trough is found, whih is
assumed to be at least partly reated by the Si ii λ5972 Si ii line, thus it should form in the
same physial region.
ℜSi is dened as the ratio of the vertial distanes between eah minima and the referene
lines drawn between two onseutive maxima d
blue
and d
red
, as shown in Fig. 1,
ℜSi =
d
blue
d
red
. (1)
This denition diers slightly from the one of Nugent et al. (1995), where tangents to
the spetrum were manually seleted instead of the referene lines between two onseutive
maxima. These two methods mainly dier when the zones searhed for maxima only display
inetion points, but our method was easier to automate.
Finally, beause it is dened as the distane between points of the spetrum and ref-
erenes linearly oupling points of the spetrum, ℜSi is independent of the absolute ux
alibration. Moreover, as it is alulated within a wavelength region only ≈ 1000Å wide, it
will be relatively insensitive to both the relative ux alibration and reddening.
2.2. Denition of ℜCa
Following Nugent et al. (1995), we dened two zones in the 3000Å4000Å region of the
spetrum, entered on the Ca ii 3650Å and 3933Å lines, as shown in the right hand side of
Fig. 2. ℜCa is dened as the ratio of the ≈ 3933Å maximum, max(F (3933)), to the one at
≈ 3650Å, max(F (3650)).
ℜCa = max(F (3933))
max(F (3650))
(2)
The width of the zones searhed for these maxima are displayed in Table 2.
The maxima are almost never found at the exat wavelength of the Ca ii lines. This is
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expeted sine even if we had pure Ca ii, eets other than resonant-sattering ould move
the feature's maximum wavelength. Moreover, these features are line blends, and not pure
Ca ii lines.
The study of these wavelength zones with PHOENIX showed that the dominant elements
of these blends had lines displaying the same qualitative evolution as ℜCa with luminosity.
This leads us to propose that the maxima ratio orrelation with luminosity is only a orollary
of the existene of a orrelation between the blends. Hene, we dened an integral ratio we
named ℜCaS (the S stands for surfae) as
ℜCaS =
∫ 4012
3887
Fλdλ∫ 3716
3620
Fλdλ
(3)
The wavelength regions were empirially hosen in order to group all the ontributions with
the same evolution with luminosity than ℜCa. We hose the wavelength limits in Eq. 3
in order to produe a spetral index that is well orrelated to luminosity and robust to
wavelength errors.
Both the ℜCa and ℜCaS ratios, like ℜSi, are independent of the absolute ux alibration,
and not too sensitive to the relative alibration quality or reddening.
2.3. Dealing with Noise:
The main merit of ℜCaS over ℜCa is the inreased signal to noise ratio. On the other
hand, ℜCa and ℜSi will be highly sensitive to noise sine they rely on maxima and minima
detetions. In order to redue this eet, we t eah wavelength zone onsidered with a 4th
degree polynomial and searh for their loal maximum or minimum.
Beause we want ℜSi and ℜCa alulation algorithms to be automati and robust, we
need to searh wavelength regions wide enough to be sure to nd the right maxima and
Table 2. ℜCa Maximum Zones
Central Wavelength (Å) Zone half-width (Å)
3650 48
3933 65
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minima. But in these large zones the spetral feature shapes are more omplex than that of
a seond degree polynomial. On the other hand, noise may generate osillations whih will
be followed by a polynomial of too high a degree. We hose 6th degree polynomials as they
empirially proved to be a good ompromise between these two eets.
3. Correlation of ℜSi & ℜCa with Luminosity
We applied these denitions to the publi supernovæ spetra we were able to gather,
listed in Table 3. The absolute magnitudes of Reindl et al. (2005) are derived for a ommon
arbitrary value of the Hubble Constant H0 = 60km s
−1
Mp
−1
. The values of the reddening
and δm15 were hosen to minimize deviations from the Hubble law for a set of 66 SNe Ia in the
Hubble ow. While other presriptions for determining MB would give somewhat dierent
results, with our small sample it is advantageous to use a single onsistent presription to
determine MB rather than relying on a variety of methods to determine the distanes to
nearby SNe Ia. When present surveys that will onstrut large homogeneous samples of
SNe Ia in the Hubble ow are omplete, it will be simple and neessary to redo our analysis.
Nevertheless, we don't expet to alter our qualitative onlusions. Reindl et al. (2005) were
unable to determine a unique solution for the reddening to SN 1986G, and thus we have two
MB values for SN 1986G whih we arry through in our analysis. In the following, we will
alulate results for both values of the absolute B magnitude of SN 1986G, we will refer to
the MB = −17.58 ase as Case A, and −19.16 as Case B. Sine the analysis of Reindl
et al. (2005) is the most reent and areful, we onsider Case B to be the more likely value
for MB and we will present plots of our results for Case B only, however sine the reddening
orretion is unertain and we are dealing with only a small number of supernovae, we will
present our results for both ases in tabular form. For our alibration, we restrit ourselves
to Branh Normals whih we dene to be SNe Ia with −19.0 < MB < −19.8, thus in Case
A, SN 1986G is not inluded in the set of alibrators, whereas in Case B it is. As more
spetra of SNe Ia with well-measured values of MB beome available they are easily added
to our analysis.
Even though ℜSi and ℜCa were originally dened for SNe Ia spetra at maximum light,
we used spetra ranging from 5 days prior to maximum to 5 days after maximum. We
examined various epohs around maximum in order to determine whether or not the date of
the spetra has a ritial impat on the ratio's orrelation with luminosity. Moreover, sine
spae programs like SNAP will only take one spetrum per supernova, we wanted to quantify
the time window where spetra are usable for luminosity measures with line ratios. Note
that JEDI proposes to take multiple spetra of eah SN, at 5-day intervals in the observer's
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Table 3. List of Observed supernovæ
SN Epoh (day wrt max) MB
SN 1998aq -3, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 -19.56
SN 1981B 0
∗
-19.54
SN 1998bu -4, -2, -1 -19.49
SN 1994D 2
∗
, 3
∗
, 4
∗
, 5
∗
, -3, -4, -5 -19.47
SN 1996X -4, -2, 4, 0
∗
, 1
∗
-19.43
SN 1989B -1, -5 -19.42
SN 1992A 0, -1, -5, 3, 5 -19.32
SN 1986G -1, -3, -5
∗
, 1, 3 -19.16 or -17.58
a
Supernovæ used in our simulation. Absolute mag-
nitudes are taken from from Reindl et al. (2005). The
spetra from the epohs denoted with an asterisk laked
overage in the blue and were exluded from the alu-
lations of ℜCa and ℜCaS (see text).
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frame.
On the other hand, beause of time dilatation, the rise time for supernovæ at z ≈ 1 is
twie as slow in the observer's rest frame. Relaxing the time onstraint to ±5 days around
maximum was thus onservative.
3.1. ℜCa & ℜCaS Correlation with Luminosity
Some of the spetra listed in Table 3 laked the wavelength overage needed to alulate
ℜCa and ℜCaS , those epohs are indiated with an asterisk. Negleting these, the results for
Case B are plotted in Figs. 3 and 4.
The ℜCa values for maximum light spetra agree with Nugent et al. (1995) to within a
few perent. In order to alibrate the luminosity relations, we omputed the linear regression
of ℜCa and ℜCaS values with respet to blue magnitude. This linear regression should be valid
in the restrited set of Branh Normals. 3-D deagration models have diulty reproduing
the very low nikel mass of SN 1991bg-like supernovæ and we illustrate below that syntheti
spetra of W7 (Nomoto et al. 1984) indiate that there may be a departure of the spetral
ratios from linearity for 1991T-like supernovæ. Thus, by restriting our alibrators to Branh
Normals we might be using a more similar population. From the linear regression we obtain
ℜCa = aℜCa MB + bℜCa (4)
ℜCaS = aℜCaS MB + bℜCaS (5)
We list the resulting parameters in Table 4. Sine we have no information on the
experimental errors, we set them arbitrarily equal to unity.
We also alulated the standard deviation σℜCa for ℜCa and ℜCaS , dened as the
quadrati mean of the distane of eah supernova from the linear regression, and have listed
them in the same table. This denition of the error ombines measurement errors, time
dependene, and intrinsi dispersion.
Luminosity measure preision using ℜCa or ℜCaS: With the linear regression al-
ibration of ℜCa and ℜCaS with respet to blue magnitude and the assoiated variane, we
where able to estimate the luminosity preision measure using these ratios as follows:
ℜCa = aℜCaMB + bℜCa
σℜCa = aℜCaσMB
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Fig. 3. ℜCa alulated using supernovæ listed in Table 3 (Case B). The line is the result
of the linear regression.
Table 4. ℜCa & ℜCaS luminosity measure preision
σℜCa aℜCa σMB
ℜCa (Case B) 0.20 2.1 0.10
ℜCaS (Case B) 0.31 3.1 0.10
ℜCa (Case A) 0.19 1.2 0.16
ℜCaS (Case A) 0.39 1.4 0.28
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Fig. 4. ℜCaS alulated using supernovæ listed in Table 3 (Case B). The line is the result
of the linear regression.
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σMB =
σℜCa
aℜCa
∆L
L
≈
σℜCa
aℜCa
We display in Table 4 the present measurement auray on the blue magnitude as
estimated for ℜCa and ℜCaS . We nd in Case B that the auray of the method reahes
the 0.1 magnitude level.
3.1.1. ℜSi orrelation with luminosity:
The orrelation alibration Fig. 5 shows the ℜSi values alulated with supernovæ from
Table 3, inluding spetra at all epohs. We exluded a negative ℜSi value from the −5 day
SN 1994D spetrum, for whih the blue trough assoiated with the Si ii λ5972 feature does
not exist. The ℜSi ratio is of ourse mathematially well dened even in this peuliar ase,
but sine this point falls out of the general trend and inreases the ℜSi slope, we removed
it from the linear regression. This seletion is ompatible with observational onstraints, as
suh spetra are easily identied when the signal to noise is large enough to measure ℜSi.
The linear regression and the orresponding relative dispersion for this seletion of
supernovæ is also shown in Fig. 5.
ℜSi = aℜSiMB + bℜSi (6)
We also alulated the assoiated standard deviation and found it to be σℜSi ≈ 0.09
(Case B) or σℜSi ≈ 0.06 (Case A). This variane inludes the measurement errors, time
dispersion, as well as the intrinsi dispersion of the supernovæ.
Luminosity measure preision: As in 3.1 we estimate the auray of the luminosity
determination using ℜSi diretly from the dispersion with respet to the linear regression.
Table 5 summarizes the results.
4. ℜSiS: A New Spetral Ratio
Due to the ℜSi orrelation with luminosity, we have foused on the formation of features
in the ℜSi zone. More will be said about the line formation in this spetral region in a
 14 
Fig. 5. ℜSi alulated using supernovæ in Table 3 (Case B). The line is the result of our
linear regression.
Table 5. ℜSi luminosity measure preision
σℜSi aℜSi σMB
ℜSi (Case B) 0.05 0.75 0.07
ℜSi (Case A) 0.06 0.59 0.10
 15 
RSiS=Red/Blue
Fig. 6. The denition of the method used for determining ℜSiS. The arrows indiate the
maxima used to ompute ℜSiS.
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forthoming publiation (S. Bongard et al., in preparation), but the lariation of the
spetrum formation proess led us to devise a new line ratio indiator whih we all ℜSiS.
ℜSiS is dened as the ratio of two maxima. The rst maximum is the one used in the
ℜSi alulation, loated around Si ii λ6355, and the seond one is the bluer peak of due to
sulfur (hene the name Si+S a mixture of silion and sulfur) loated in the 5600 − 5700Å
region as shown in Figure 6. The zones where we look for these maxima are listed in Table 6.
As was the ase for ℜSi and ℜCa, we used a 4th order polynomial to t the regions searhed
for the maxima, in order to inrease robustness of the ratio with respet to Poisson noise.
We also dene the integral ratio ℜSiSS as:
ℜSiSS =
∫ 5700
5500
Fλdλ∫ 6200
6450
Fλdλ
. (7)
One again, the simpliity of this integral ratio alulation and its insensitivity to noise
makes it an interesting alternative to the line tting method.
5. ℜSiS orrelation with luminosity
We plot the linear regression of ℜSiS orrelation with luminosity in Fig. 7 We also plot
in Fig. 8 the ℜSiSS orrelation with luminosity. Table 7 summarizes the results for both
quantities.
5.1. Luminosity measure preision
We summarize the dierent slopes and dispersion values for ℜSiS and ℜSiSS alulated
with or without the time dispersion orretion in Tables 7 and 10.
Table 6. ℜSiS zones
Lower Wavelength (Å) Upper Wavelength (Å)
First maximum 6200 6450
Third maximum 5500 5700
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Fig. 7. ℜSiS (Case B) alulated using the supernovæ of Table 3. The line is the result of
our linear regression.
Table 7. ℜSiS luminosity measure preision
σ a σMB
ℜSiS (Case B) 0.06 0.67 0.09
ℜSiSS (Case B) 0.06 0.73 0.09
ℜSiS (Case A) 0.06 0.43 0.14
ℜSiSS (Case A) 0.07 0.53 0.11
 18 
Fig. 8. ℜSiSS (Case B) alulated using the supernovæ of Table 3. The line is the result
of our linear regression.
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With this spetral indiator family, even without time orretion, we have augmented
the blue magnitude auray by a fator of two ompared to ℜCa. In Case A, ℜSi and ℜSiS
have similar auraies; however, in Case B ℜSiS is slightly better. Sine ℜSiS and ℜSi annot
be onsidered as independent, we still have only two independent spetral indiators with
ℜCa. But sine one of them is as aurate as the light urve method, oupled with enough
supernovæ they have the possibility to onstrain evolutionary eets.
6. Time Evolution of Spetral Indies
We plot in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 the ℜCa and ℜCaS time dependene for eah supernova.
Whenever enough data points were available, we interpolated the t = 0 point using a 2nd
degree polynomial. For the ases with two points only, we used a straight line.
The supernova SN 1994D had enough points for a 2nd order polynomial interpolation,
but sine all of them are for t ≤ −3 days, and sine the trend is dierent from the other super-
novæ, we onsidered the t = 0 point to be too muh of an extrapolation to be used. Whether
the SN 1994D dispersion in ℜCa or ℜCaS is intrinsi or due to measurement unertainties is
still an open question.
Replaing eah ℜCa and ℜCaS by the orresponding t = 0 alulated value, we reom-
puted the linear regression, and the assoiated standard deviation. These results are shown
in Table 8.
More spetra are needed in order to show if there is a orrelation in the evolution ℜCa
or ℜCaS with epoh, but it is apparent that there is no uniform trend with time, and the
attempted orretion to maximum light has inreased the dispersion from Table 4 to Table 8.
Therefore, it is onservative to treat the time dependene of ℜCa and ℜCaS as an unontrolled
dispersion.
Fig. 11 displays the ℜSi time dependene of the supernovæ we used. We alulated a
quadrati regression for eah supernova with three or more ℜSi values. We then replaed
eah ℜSi value by the orresponding value at t = 0 obtained via either interpolation or
extrapolation. The new linear regression alulated for ℜSi orrelation with luminosity is
also plotted in Fig. 11. We alulated the same orretion for the less favored luminosity
hoie for SN 1986G (Case A).
For the favored SN 1986G luminosity ase (Case B) the extrapolation to t = 0 sig-
niantly improves the measurement, as seen in Table 9 and lowers the dispersion to 0.1
blue magnitude so that the ℜSi ratio probes Branh normal SNe Ia luminosities with good
 20 
Fig. 9. ℜCa time evolution
Fig. 10. ℜCaS time evolution
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Table 8. ℜCa and ℜCaS interpolated linear regression
σ a σMB
ℜCa (Case B) 0.26 0.93 0.27
ℜCaS (Case B) 0.35 1.19 0.30
ℜCa (Case A) 0.23 0.48 0.48
ℜCaS (Case A) 0.24 0.75 0.31
aℜCa and ℜCaS linear regression on
the observed supernova spetra with
suient wavelength overage using
the values interpolated to t = 0.
Table 9. ℜSi interpolated luminosity measure preision
σℜSi aℜSi σMB
ℜSi (Case B) 0.06 0.79 0.07
ℜSi (Case A) 0.04 0.35 0.12
aℜSi linear regression on the ob-
served supernova spetra with su-
ient wavelength overage using the
values interpolated to t = 0.
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auray.
The standard deviation alulated with respet to this new regression, still removing
the events with negative ℜSi, is now σℜSi ≈ 0.07 (Case B) or σℜSi ≈ 0.12 (Case A). The
top panel of Fig. 11 shows that there is no general time dependene trend for our supernovæ
sample.
In Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 we plot the time dependene of ℜSiS and ℜSiSS as well as the linear
regression alulated on the values at t = 0 interpolated or extrapolated with quadrati ts.
The three supernovæ with suient data do not display a ommon time evolution, making
doubtful the existene of an universal ℜSiS or ℜSiSS time orretion.
We again alulated the standard deviation, the results of the time orretion are sum-
marized in Tab. 10.
Correting for the time evolution inreases the ℜSiS and ℜSiSS eieny both by inreas-
ing the slope and dereasing the dispersion, the only drawbak is the need of at least three
points to interpolate or extrapolate to t = 0 with a quadrati t. Sine there is no ommon
trend for the three supernovæ that were t, this orretion remains purely empirial.
7. Comparison with syntheti spetra
In order to asertain whether the trends that we have found for the spetral indies
an be reprodued by models, we have alulated a set of loal thermodynami equilibrium
(LTE) models using the generalized stellar atmosphere ode PHOENIX (Haushildt & Baron
1999, 2004) of the parameterized SN Ia deagration model W7 where we varied the total
luminosity bolometri luminosity in the observer's frame. We alulated one set at 20 days
after explosion (the duial time of maximum in V ) and another at 25 days after explosion.
We have assumed LTE for omputational expediene. Studies by Baron et al. (1996) and
Wheeler et al. (1998) have shown that LTE is a reasonable approximation in SNe Ia. The
Si ii λ6355 feature is not reprodued by W7, as shown by Baron et al. (2005), who used
extremely detailed NLTE. Only the general trends of the syntheti spetra an then be
expeted to be mathed by the real data. The use of PHOENIX with W7 models is desribed
in detail in Lentz et al. (2001).
We display in Figs. 1415 the omparison between ℜCa and ℜCaS alulated on observed
supernovæ of Table 3 (all dates) and on PHOENIX spetra. These syntheti spetra over
a large range in MB. Sine the blue magnitude inreases monotonially in the PHOENIX
models with the bolometri magnitude, these gures indiate the existene of a spetrosopi
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Fig. 11. ℜSi time evolution (top panel, Case B) and ℜSi orrelation with values interpo-
lated to t = 0 (bottom panel).
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Fig. 12. ℜSiS time evolution (top panel), ℜSiS orreted for the time dependene (bottom
panel).
 25 
Fig. 13. ℜSiSS time evolution (top), ℜSiSS orreted for the time dependene (bottom).
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Table 10. ℜSiS and ℜSiSS linear regression with t = 0 extrapolated values
σ a σMB
ℜSiS (Case B) 0.03 0.67 0.04
ℜSiSS (Case B) 0.04 0.80 0.05
ℜSiS (Case A) 0.02 0.49 0.05
ℜSiSS (Case A) 0.04 0.59 0.06
aℜSiS and ℜSiSS linear regression
on observed supernovæ with suient
wavelength overage using the t = 0
interpolated values
Fig. 14. ℜCa for Case B. Blak: Observed supernovæ, Blue: day 20 W7 PHOENIX syntheti
spetra, Pink: day 25 W7 PHOENIX syntheti spetra.
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Fig. 15. ℜCaS for Case B. Blak: Observed supernovæ, Blue: day 20 W7 PHOENIX syntheti
spetra, Pink: day 25 W7 PHOENIX syntheti spetra.
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sequene with the bolometri luminosity. The slope of the observed spetra is loser to that
obtained from the models 25 d after explosion. The inrease in ℜCa and ℜCaS begins for
lower blue magnitudes in the PHOENIX syntheti spetra than in the observed spetra.
Figs. 1618 display the same syntheti and observed spetra for ℜSi, ℜSiS, and ℜSiSS.
Again, the existene of the spetrosopi sequene is lear in both the observed and the
syntheti spetra. Moreover, while the general trend is only qualitatively similar for ℜCa
and ℜCaS , ℜSi and to a lesser extent ℜSiS and ℜSiSS show that these ratio behave in the
same way with respet to the blue magnitude evolution for syntheti as well as for real
spetra.
8. Use of line ratios in the SNAP ontext
In order to estimate the luminosity measure auray of these spetral indiators in a
osmologial ontext, we simulated SNAP exposures (SNAP Collaboration 2005) at dier-
ent redshifts. We used them to estimate the auray on the determination of the mean
luminosity of Branh normal supernovæ, whih is the value needed to devise the Hubble
diagram and the determination of osmologial parameters.
8.1. SNAP simulator
8.1.1. The SNAP spetrometer
To simulate the SNAP spetrometer, we assumed 50% optial and 70% CCD eienies
(Kim et al. 2004). We onsidered the mirror surfae to be pi m2 (i.e. a 2m mirror diameter)
and implemented the re-binning of the supernovæ spetra to SNAP binning in the observer
rest frame. The red and blue hannel resolution of SNAP we used are summarized in
Table 11 (A. Ealet, private ommuniation; Ealet et al. [2003℄).
The separation between the two spetrograph hannels is not yet preisely dened,
therefore we treated the spetra as if the red and the blue detetor properties were the same.
Sine the edges of the spetral range are harder to alibrate, their atual loation an impat
the nal results.
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Fig. 16. ℜSi for −19.16 (top) and −17.58 (bottom) SN 1986G blue magnitude. Blak:
real supernovæ. Blue: day 20 W7 PHOENIX syntheti spetra. Pink: day 20 W7 PHOENIX
syntheti spetra. For Day 10 there is a disontinuity in ℜSi around MB = −18.9, this is
real and is aused by the hange in the formation of the Si ii λ5972 feature as disussed in
Bongard et al.(in preparation). The very steep dependene of the various ℜSi ratios as of
funtion of MB in the range −19.5 < MB < −20 is remarkably well reprodued by PHOENIX
at day 25. The data points at low luminosity suggest a smaller slope. This justies the
limited luminosity range for the evaluation of the slopes in  36
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Fig. 17. ℜSiS for −19.16 (top) and −17.58 (bottom) SN 1986G blue magnitude. Blak:
real supernovæ. Blue: day 20 W7 PHOENIX syntheti spetra. Pink: day 20 W7 PHOENIX
syntheti spetra.
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Fig. 18. ℜSiSS for −19.16 (top) and −17.58 (bottom) SN 1986G blue magnitude. Blak:
real supernovæ. Blue: day 20 W7 PHOENIX syntheti spetra. Pink: day 20 W7 PHOENIX
syntheti spetra.
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Table 11. SNAP blue and red hannel resolution
BLUE RED
λ (Å) λ
∆λ
λ (Å) λ
∆λ
λ (Å) λ
∆λ
λ (Å) λ
∆λ
4000 295. 7500 95.
4500 235. 8000 90.
5000 185. 8500 85.
5500 155. 9000 80.
6000 130. 9500 78.
6500 115. 10000 75.
7000 105.
10000. 78. 14000. 86.
10500. 77. 14500. 90.
11000. 77. 15000. 93.
11500. 78. 15500. 97.
12000. 79. 16000. 100.
12500. 80. 16500. 105.
13000. 82. 17000. 110.
13500. 84.
a
The resolution is taken from A. Ealet (private ommu-
niation).
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8.1.2. The simulated supernovæ
In order to simulate SNAP exposures, we alibrate eah supernova to its absolute blue
magnitude and then redshift it to the desired z.
Nγ(z) = Nγ(0)(1 + z)
(
d0
dL
)2
(8)
Eq. (8) shows how the number of photons per unit time and per unit area in the
redshifted B band in the supernova rest frame at redshift z, Nγ(z) =
∫
B(z)
dNγ(z)
dλ
dλ, is
related to Nγ(0) =
∫
B(0)
dNγ (0)
dλ
dλ, the number of photons per unit of time and of surfae in
the B band at rest in the supernova rest frame for a supernova at 10 p.
The ux dilution fator for a supernova at z is
d2
0
d2
L
where d0 = 10 p, but the reddening
fator 1 + z inluded in dL gets anelled when photons are ounted in redshifted spetral
bands. We also introdued eletroni and statistial noise using the values given in Table 12.
The eletroni noise for eah 2000s exposure was alulated using
n2electronic = 17
2 · t
2× 103 (9)
and assumed to be a Gaussian with zero mean. The Poisson noise of the signal was also
inluded for eah of the 2000 s exposures needed to omplete the total exposure time.
In Table 13 we display the number of photons per seond expeted in the B Bessel
lter for a SN Ia of absolute blue magnitude MB = −19.42, not aounting for the CCD
and optial transmission. The exposure time we use have been assumed to follow a (1 + z)6
power law for 1 < z < 1.7 and an exposure time of 10 hours for z = 1.7, hosen in order to
maintain a onstant signal to noise as z inreases (A. Ealet, private ommuniation).
8.2. Results at z = 1.5
We display in Fig. 19 the number of photons per bin simulated obtained for the standard
supernova SN 1992A at z = 1.5 and z = 1.7, respetively. This quantity diers from the
usual ux per Å, whih explains the atter shape of the spetrum as there is a dierene
of 1/λ between them. For z = 1.7, the wavelength overage will be too small to allow
the alulation of ℜSi and ℜSiS, although it would be aessible to JEDI (the proposed
spetrosopi wavelength overage for JEDI is 0.82 µm).
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Table 12. Noise per pixel per 2000 s.
readout noise/pixel
√
2 · 5e
slow drift ontribution 7 · 1.2e
Leakage urrent ut. for 2000s 6e
Total eletroni noise per pixel: 10e
Presene of a osmi ray (20% of ases) 12e
Total Eletroni noise per ∆λ (3 spatial pixels) 17e
Table 13. SNAP simulator Nγ s
−1
in Bessel B
z Blue lter (Nγ s
−1 cm2) Exposure Time
1.0 4.32 5980s
1.5 1.75 22700s
1.7 1.3 36000s
a
The number of photons does not take into a-
ount the fator 0.5 ∗ 0.7 from the CCD eieny.
It is alulated here for a MB = −19.42 SN Ia.
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We simulated 100 exposures for every supernova listed in Table 14 and alulated the
spetral indiators previously dened for eah of them and found the mean and standard
deviation (see Tables 15, 16, 18, and 19). From this we alulate σMB assuming that the
slope of the linear regression is known perfetly. In order to onentrate on the auray of
the spetrosopi indiators in SNAP, and sine at redshifts of z ≈ 1 time dilatation doubles
the evolution time of the light urve, we assumed that the spetra will be taken almost at
maximum light. We thus inluded in our sample only the supernova spetra that were the
lose to the light urve maximum.
8.2.1. ℜSi
We list in Table 15 the luminosities measured for the simulated supernovæ without any
seletion ut on the simulated ℜSi values for Case A. The RMS dispersion due to the noise
is displayed as well as the mean ℜSi used to alulate the blue magnitude. In this rst table
we used the linear regression alulated with ℜSi values extrapolated to t = 0 when possible.
Table 16 lists the same values but for the linear regressions orresponding to Case B. The
large disrepanies observed for SN 1991T and SN 1991bg between the inferred (using ℜSi)
luminosity and the atual value suggests that the linear regression is invalid at low and high
magnitudes, we disuss this further below; however, no rm onlusion an be drawn from
the single ases in our urrent sample.
In order to estimate the mean auray for JDEM we add the values of δMB listed in the
last olumn of the table in quadrature and divide by N − 2. We lose two degrees of freedom
by nding the mean and the slope with the same sample of supernovæ in Tables 1516 (and
then we assume that the slope used is known perfetly); these values are listed in Table 24.
Red, dim SN 1991bg-like SNe Ia will be strongly seleted against due to Malmquist bias in
deep osmologial surveys, therefore we shall never onsider them in our analyses (in Case
A we inlude SN 1986G in the 91bg-like lass). Similarly SN 1991T-likes would also not be
used for preision osmology, but we quote results both inluding and exluding 91T-likes.
In Case B where blue magnitude of SN 1986G is MB = −19.16 as is favored by Reindl et al.
(2005). the mean auray on the blue magnitude beomes ≈ 0.17(0.66) blue magnitude
exluding (inluding) 91T-likes.
Table 24 summarizes the total error expeted in SNAP. We have alulated the total
error by adding the intrinsi σMB  (obtained from the linear regression t) in quadrature
with the σMB estimated above due to noise from our simulations. We note that both error
estimates inlude errors due to the same systematis and thus our estimate of the total error
using Method 1 is quite onservative
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Table 14. Supernovæ simulated in the SNAP ontext.
Supernova Date (wrt maximum) M
B
SN 1991T 0 −20.01
SN 1998aq 0, 1, 2 −19.56
SN 1981B 0 −19.54
SN 1998bu −2,−1 −19.49
SN 1994D −3 −19.47
SN 1996X −2, 0, 1 −19.43
SN 1989B −1 −19.42
SN 1992A −1 −19.32
SN 1986G −1 −17.58 or −19.16
SN 1991bg 0 −16.62
Table 15. ℜSi (Case A)
SN name mean σℜSi Inferred MB σMB δMB
91T 1.16 0.81 -16.84 2.34 -3.17
98aq 0.18 0.08 -19.66 0.23 0.10
81B 0.33 0.09 -19.24 0.26 -0.3
98bu 0.17 0.05 -19.70 0.16 0.21
94D 0.29 0.09 -19.35 0.27 -0.12
96X 0.27 0.09 -19.42 0.27 -0.01
89B 0.36 0.09 -19.14 0.33 -0.27
92A 0.26 0.11 -19.44 0.36 0.12
86G 0.32 0.16 -19.26 0.47 1.68
91bg 0.56 0.37 -18.58 1.09 1.96
aδMB is the dierene between the true value and
that inferred using our orrelation with the spetral in-
dex ℜSi
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Fig. 19. SNAP SN 1992A z = 1.5 simulated exposure (top), and z = 1.7 (bottom). Blak
urves are only the supernova, red urves inlude Poisson and eletroni noise.
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Table 16. ℜSi (Case B)
SN name mean σℜSi Inferred MB σMB δMB
91T 1.16 0.81 -18.33 1.02 -1.68
98aq 0.18 0.08 -19.56 0.10 0.00
81B 0.33 0.09 -19.37 0.12 -0.16
98bu 0.17 0.05 -19.58 0.07 0.09
94D 0.29 0.09 -19.43 0.12 -0.04
96X 0.27 0.09 -19.46 0.12 0.02
89B 0.36 0.09 -19.34 0.15 -0.08
92A 0.26 0.11 -19.47 0.16 0.14
86G 0.32 0.16 -19.39 0.21 0.22
91bg 0.56 0.37 -19.08 0.48 2.47
aδMB is the dierene between the true value and
that inferred using our orrelation with the spetral in-
dex ℜSi
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We also note that our estimate of the intrinsi σMB  is strongly dependent on the slope
of the linear regression and thus our restrition to Branh normals in obtaining the slope is
optimisti. Nevertheless, the results of the syntheti spetral alulations bolster our view
that the linearity is more pronouned in the Branh normal region. For ℜSi, using the
t = 0 extrapolated linear regression instead of the one without orretion inreases the slope
enough to give a signiant eet in the less favored Case A, by ≈ 0.1 blue magnitude. Thus,
to take full advantage of this luminosity measure, we need spetra as lose to to maximum
light as possible, whih will be feasible at z = 1.5 sine the elapsed time between −1 and
+1 days around maximum is 2.5 × 2 = 5 days and sine SNAP will try to obtain spetra
near peak to maximize signal to noise, the proposed JEDI mission will easily fulll this goal
sine they will obtain multiple spetra every ≈ 7 days.
As shown in Table 17, SNAP is expeted to nd ≈ 107 SNe Ia at z = 1.5. The
auray expeted on the luminosity measure with ℜSi would then be statistially improved
by a fator of
√
107 ≈ 10 (although as disussed above this oor will truly be determined
by the systemati error). The mean SNe Ia blue magnitude at z = 1.5 that is the quantity
of osmologial interest, will be determined with an auray of ≈ (0.2)/10 ≈ 0.02blue
magnitude in Case A, exluding 91T-likes. Clearly in Case A if 91T-likes are inluded the
method is not useful. It seems likely that 91T-likes will be identiable by JDEM, so the
smaller error is more reasonable. In Case B where its blue magnitude is −19.16, the mean
auray would be ≈ (0.01− 0.07), depending on whether 91T-likes are inluded. Thus ℜSi
appears to be a good andidate for a supplementary tool to determine the equation of state
of the universe using supernovæ.
Table 17. Number of supernovæ in redshift bins for SNAP.
z 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7
# of SN 150 171 183 179 170 155 142 130 119 107 94 80
a
These results were obtained from (Aldering et al. 2004)
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8.2.2. ℜSiS
In Tables 18, and 19 we list the results of our simulations for both Cases A and B.
Table 24 shows that ℜSiS is learly a superior luminosity indiator in that the total error is
nearly onstant at ∼< 0.2MB for all ases. This makes this ratio appear to be an exellent
seondary probe of SNe Ia blue magnitudes and to independently test evolutionary eets.
In Case B, where 91T-likes are rejeted, the preferred ase, the mean blue magnitude
auray beomes ≈ 0.10 blue magnitude, inluding 91T-likes inreases the dispersion to
only 0.16 whih is similar to the ≈ 0.2 blue magnitudes dispersion of the SNe Ia after streth
fator orretion. We see that ℜSiS is more robust than ℜSi as the total error remains below
0.20 blue magnitudes for any of our assumptions.
We found that ℜSiSS did not improve the results. This is due to the large wavelength
binning in the SNAP design that already eetively transforms ℜSiS into an integral ratio
ompared to the 10Å binning we previously used, as an be seen from the low dispersion due
to Poisson noise(> 5%). Thus ℜSiSS results are almost idential to those of ℜSiSS, sometimes
even a bit worse beause the larger SNAP binning an inlude more of the Fe ii ≈ 5600Å
peak into the integral, reduing its quality as a luminosity indiator.
With more supernovæ added to our analysis it may be possible to inlude both 1991bg-
like events into our alibration for the spetral indies.
8.2.3. ℜCa
Similar to ℜSiSS, ℜCaS has a smaller dispersion due to noise, but a larger alibration
error beause of the oarse SNAP binning. We thus only display ℜCa results in this setion.
ℜCa alibration also suers from the oarse sampling of SNAP spetrograph, as ould be
seen in the rightmost olumn of Tables 2021. Sine we found no trend with epoh, we have
used the results for the slope without orretion to t = 0 (Table 4).
As an be seen in these tables that summarize the luminosity measure preision esti-
mated for ℜCa, the systemati error dominates, the error due to the Poisson noise being
always lower than 0.19 blue magnitudes.
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Table 18. ℜSiS Case A
SN name mean σℜSiS Inferred MB σMB δMB
91T 0.66 0.03 -19.71 0.07 -0.30
98aq 0.69 0.03 -19.64 0.06 0.08
81B 0.78 0.04 -19.47 0.07 -0.07
98bu 0.86 0.05 -19.31 0.11 -0.18
94D 0.77 0.04 -19.48 0.07 0.01
96X 0.74 0.04 -19.54 0.08 0.11
89B 0.83 0.06 -19.37 0.13 -0.05
92A 0.89 0.07 -19.24 0.15 -0.08
86G 1.06 0.07 -18.89 0.15 1.31
91bg 0.94 0.21 -19.15 0.43 2.52
aδMB is the dierene between the true value and
that inferred using our orrelation with the spetral
index ℜSiS
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Table 19. ℜSiS Case B
SN name mean σℜSiS Inferred MB σMB δMB
91T 0.66 0.03 -19.64 0.05 -0.36
98aq 0.69 0.03 -19.60 0.04 0.04
81B 0.78 0.04 -19.48 0.05 -0.06
98bu 0.86 0.05 -19.36 0.08 -0.13
94D 0.77 0.04 -19.49 0.05 0.01
96X 0.74 0.04 -19.53 0.05 0.10
89B 0.83 0.06 -19.40 0.10 -0.02
92A 0.89 0.07 -19.31 0.11 -0.01
86G 1.06 0.07 -19.04 0.11 -0.12
91bg 0.94 0.21 -19.23 0.32 2.61
aδMB is the dierene between the true value and that
inferred using our orrelation with the spetral index
ℜSiS
Table 20. ℜCa Case A z = 1.5
SN name mean σℜCa Inferred MB σMB δMB
91T 0.88 0.03 -19.81 0.02 -0.20
81B 1.20 0.08 -19.53 0.07 -0.01
98bu 1.20 0.06 -19.53 0.05 0.04
94D 1.28 0.08 -19.46 0.07 -0.01
96X 1.42 0.08 -19.35 0.07 -0.08
89B 1.06 0.08 -19.65 0.07 0.23
92A 1.28 0.10 -19.47 0.08 0.15
91bg 2.43 1.71 -18.48 1.46 1.86
aδMB is the dierene between the true value and that
inferred using our orrelation with the spetral index
ℜCa.
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8.3. Evolution with z
SNAP wavelength overage does not allow the use either ℜSi, or ℜSiS for z = 1.7.
On the other hand ℜCa will be measurable. JEDI would allow the measurement of ℜSi at
z = 1.7, but ℜCa falls outside the range of its proposed IR spetrograph. Sine the exposure
time has been alulated so that the number of photons per bin will remain almost onstant,
the signal to noise will not be degraded too muh. The dispersion due to noise (Tables 2223
and Table 24) remains small ompared to the intrinsi dispersion of the supernovæ.
The ℜCa blue magnitude auray remains dominated by the intrinsi dispersion of the
supernovæ orresponding to σMB ≈ 0.2. This result an again be improved by using the 80
supernovæ expeted. The blue magnitude preision would then be ∆MB ≈ 0.02, whih is
within the SNAP osmologial requirements.
9. Conlusions
We have presented a way to automatially measure the value of the spetral indies ℜCa
and ℜSi, whih should be robust. We have dened three new spetral indies ℜCaS , ℜSiS,
and ℜSiSS, whih are less sensitive to noise in the spetrum. We have shown that for the
limited set of Branh Normal supernovae where publi spetra are available near maximum
light that there is a good orrelation between the spetral indies and the luminosity at peak.
Within the aveat of small size of our sample we found that there is not a general trend in
the spetral indies with epoh as long as the epoh is lose to maximum light. We have used
syntheti spetral models to show qualitatively that there does appear to be a deviation from
linearity in the spetral indies, partiularly among the dim, fast-delining supernovæ, suh
as SN 1991bg. This result is in agreement with that of Phillips et al. (1999) who also found
that there is a deviation from linearity in peak magnitude with δm15 as δm15 inreases (see
their Figure 8). It is also in agreement with some theoretial hydrodynamial results whih
suggest it may be diult to produe a SN Ia with suh low nikel mass via a deagration
(W. Hillebrandt, private ommuniation), although Höih et al. (2002) are able to vary
the nikel mass by varying the density of the deagration to detonation transition. It has
been suggested that there is both a variation in SNe Ia luminosity with galaxy type (Branh
et al. 1996; Hamuy et al. 2001) and that there are two populations of SNe Ia progenitors
(Sannapieo & Bildsten 2005; Mannui et al. 2005) whih ould be related to the deviation
in the linearity of the spetral indies.
Restriting ourselves to the sample of Branh Normal supernovæ we nd that the pro-
posed JDEM mission SNAP ould in fat use ℜSiS as a omplementary luminosity indiator.
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Table 21. ℜCa Case B z = 1.5
SN name mean σℜCa Inferred MB σMB δMB
91T 0.88 0.03 -19.65 0.01 -0.36
81B 1.20 0.08 -19.49 0.04 -0.04
98bu 1.20 0.06 -19.49 0.03 0.00
94D 1.28 0.08 -19.46 0.04 -0.01
96X 1.42 0.08 -19.39 0.04 -0.04
89B 1.06 0.08 -19.56 0.04 0.14
92A 1.28 0.10 -19.46 0.05 0.14
91bg 2.43 1.71 -18.92 0.8 2.29
aδMB is the dierene between the true value and that
inferred using our orrelation with the spetral index
ℜCa.
Table 22. ℜCa Case A z = 1.7
SN name mean σℜCa Inferred MB σMB δMB
91T 0.80 0.03 -19.87 0.02 -0.13
81B 1.32 0.07 -19.43 0.06 -0.11
98bu 1.26 0.14 -19.48 0.12 -0.00
94D 1.25 0.09 -19.49 0.07 0.02
96X 1.3 0.05 -19.45 0.04 0.02
89B 1.04 0.08 -19.67 0.07 0.25
92A 1.32 0.12 -19.42 0.1 0.1
91bg 2.39 1.41 -18.51 1.2 1.89
aδMB is the dierene between the true value and that
inferred using our orrelation with the spetral index
ℜCa.
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While the results may appear somewhat irular in that we have restrited our alibrators
to have a small dispersion and then shown that the orrelation based on that result also
reovers the small dispersion, the ability to use a separate observable from light-urve shape
will provide for a omplementary measurement of the luminosity distane as a funtion of
redshift in the proposed JDEM wide-eld high-redshift spaed based surveys suh as SNAP
and JEDI. The lighturve based method of template tting will have a ertain set of sys-
tematis that depends on exatly how like versus like is hosen, whereas the spetral index
method will have a dierent set of systematis. In addition, the spetral index methods are
very weakly sensitive to both the eets of dust and of the ux alibration of the spetrum,
sine they are dened in a very narrow wavelength range.
Our simulations show that the single spetrum obtained by SNAP for type identiation
will have suient signal to noise to measure the spetral indies to the required preision.
JEDI, whih will obtain multiple spetra for eah supernova, would be even better suited to
using ℜSiS sine they would have a larger sample of spetra very lose to maximum light.
As more spetra from nearby supernovæ with known peak luminosities beome available
we should be able to rene our alibration, and thus improve its auray for JDEM and
other supernovæ surveys. We note that our atual numerial results rely on both a very small
sample and also on the value of the absolute magnitudes assigned by Reindl et al. (2005),
although sine we quote results with both Case A and B the sensitivity to the assigned
absolute magnitudes an be gauged somewhat. All available distane estimates (and hene
absolute magnitudes) to our sample will ontain errors, and we have hosen to use the
results of Reindl et al. (2005) beause they are derived in a spei somewhat homogeneous
manner. Thus, we regard this work as a proof of onept and the spei numerial values
as our best urrent estimate. Clearly when 300 Hubble-ow supernovae are available from
urrent ground-based surveys (i.e. in the next 3-5 years), this analysis should be reomputed.
One aurate values are in hand, omparing absolute magnitude (determined from light-
urve shape) and ℜSiS determined at high redshift may provide a useful measure of the
evolutionary eets in the high-redshift sample. We disuss this further in a forthoming
publiation where we study the formation of the Si ii λ5972 line.
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s of SNAP and Peter
Nugent for helpful disussions. This work was supported in part by NASA grants NAG5-3505
and NAG5-12127, NSF grants AST-0204771 and AST-0307323, and the Region Rhone-Alpes.
PHH was supported in part by the Ple Sientique de Modélisation Numérique at ENS-
Lyon. This researh used resoures of: the National Energy Researh Sienti Computing
Center (NERSC), whih is supported by the Oe of Siene of the U.S. Department of
Energy under Contrat No. DE-AC03-76SF00098; and the Höhstleistungs Re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ation of 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Table 23. ℜCa Case B z = 1.7
SN name mean σℜCa Inferred MB σMB δMB
91T 0.80 0.03 -19.68 0.01 -0.33
81B 1.32 0.07 -19.43 0.03 -0.10
98bu 1.26 0.14 -19.47 0.06 -0.02
94D 1.25 0.09 -19.47 0.04 -0.00
96X 1.3 0.05 -19.45 0.02 0.02
89B 1.04 0.08 -19.57 0.04 0.15
92A 1.32 0.12 -19.43 0.06 0.11
91bg 2.39 1.41 -18.93 0.66 2.31
aδMB is the dierene between the true value and that
inferred using our orrelation with the spetral index
ℜSiS.
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Table 24. Summary of Spetral Indiator Preision for SNAP
Index σMB σMB σMB
(intrinsi) (noise) (total)
ℜCa (z = 1.5, no 91T, Case A) 0.16 0.14 0.21
ℜCa (z = 1.5, with 91T, Case A) 0.16 0.16 0.23
ℜCa (z = 1.5, no 91T, Case B) 0.10 0.10 0.14
ℜCa (z = 1.5, with 91T, Case B) 0.10 0.19 0.21
ℜCa (z = 1.7, no 91T, Case A) 0.16 0.16 0.23
ℜCa (z = 1.7, with 91T, Case A) 0.16 0.15 0.22
ℜCa (z = 1.7, no 91T, Case B) 0.10 0.11 0.15
ℜCa (z = 1.7, with 91T, Case B) 0.10 0.18 0.20
ℜSi (no 91T, Case A) 0.12 0.24 0.27
ℜSi (with 91T, Case A) 0.12 1.31 1.32
ℜSi (no 91T, Case B) 0.10 0.14 0.17
ℜSi (with 91T, Case B) 0.10 0.65 0.66
ℜSiS (no 91T, Case A) 0.05 0.11 0.12
ℜSiS (with 91T, Case A) 0.05 0.16 0.17
ℜSiS (no 91T, Case B) 0.04 0.09 0.10
ℜSiS (with 91T, Case B) 0.04 0.16 0.16
a
The methods used to estimate the error is desribed in the text.
The method is very onservative and double ounts the systemati
error. Clearly ℜSiS without 91T-likes is the preferred method.
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